A computational study of physical and biological characterization of common UV sources and filters, and their relevance for substituting sunlight.
Sunlight is the most important environmental UV source, affecting not only human health but also the whole terrestrial ecosystem. The use of artificial sources is advantageous since it is independent of geographical location and seasonal variations, however, in some photobiological/photochemical studies the choice of a specific UV source in relation to the biological end-point studied is sometimes questionable. Furthermore, it is often difficult to compare the results obtained in different laboratories due to 'slight' differences in the physical characteristics of the UV sources used. In an attempt to address these issues we calculated and compared the physical characteristics and the biological efficiency in UV-B and UV-A regions for two biological end-points (CPD and Fpg-sensitive sites formation) for frequently used UV-B, UV-A sources and solar light simulators (SLS). Our calculation shows that FS20 lamp is appropriate for studying the biological effects of UV-B radiation although differences in spectral characteristics of the associated filters may lead to at least 2-fold yields in CPD production. Furthermore, the use of a SLS with a Kodacel filter alone is inadequate for studying environmental UV effects. A metal-halide source with a Schott WG345 filter is appropriate for studies on biological effects due to UV-A region. Relative exposure duration was calculated to achieve equal amount of CPD or Fpg-sensitive sites, provided equal, total UV-(A+B) irradiance for the different UV sources.